ABSTRACT. We present a simple device for proving the continuity of the inverse in a group with a locally Cech-complete topology which makes the multiplication continuous; our proof even works in case the topology is regular and locally strongly countably complete.
We denote by X a group with Hausdorff topology1 such that the multiplication X X X -► X is continuous. The following propositions hold:
(A) If X is locally compact, then X is a topological group [2] .
(B) If X is completely metrizable, then X is a topological group [7] , (C) If X is locally Cech-complete, then X is a topological group [1] .
It is well known that locally compact and completely metrizable spaces are Cechcomplete ([4, 3.9.1 and 4.3.26], respectively), so Proposition (C) simultaneously generalizes Propositions (A) and (B). We shall give new and short proofs of these propositions.
Let e be the neutral element of X, il the filter of e-neighborhoods; X is a topological group, if for every U G 11 there exists V G il with V-1 C U. Our proofs are based on the following LEMMA. Let X be regular. and the regularity of X.
(b) Let y be a clusterpoint of (yk)k&i-, n G'N. Since yUn+i is a neighborhood of y, there exists k > n + 1 such that yk-\ G yUn+i; and then
But y^y is a clusterpoint of (yk~1yj)jeN, and for j > k we have 1980 Mathematics Subject Classification Primary 22A05.
1As to notation from topology we keep to [4] . From (1) and (2) we get xk 1 G Uk-iUn+i C Un+1 C Un. Now the proofs of the propositions. For U G il we chose a sequence (<7")"€n as in the lemma and show by contradiction that there is an n G N with Uñ1 C U.
PROOF OF ( A). We may assume that U is compact. Supposing that î/"1 çt U for every n G N we chose xn G Un with x~l 0 U. Since yk = x\ ■ ■ ■ Xk G í/r ■ • • Uk C U for every k G N, and U is countably compact, the sequence (yk)keN has a clusterpoint; so x~l GU for some n G N by the lemma, a contradiction.
PROOF OF (B). Let the topology of X be given by the complete metric d; we may assume that (<7")neN is a basis of il. Supposing that U~l çt U for every riGNwe chose xn G Un with x~l £ U. Then xn -> e and so xxra -» x for every x G X. Beginning with xi := xi we thus inductively find a subsequence (xn)neN of (in)neN such that for yn :-x\---Xk we have d(yk,yk+1) < 2~k for fc G N. Then (î/fc)fceN is convergent. Since xn G Í7", we get x"1 G f/ for some n G N from the lemma, a contradiction.
PROOF OF (C). We may assume that U is closed in X and Cech-complete with respect to the induced topology [4, 3.9.6 ]. There exists a sequence (An)neN of relatively open covers of U such that any family of closed subsets of U, which has the finite intersection property and contains sets of diameter less that An for every n G N, has nonempty intersection [4, 3.9.2]. We may assume that Un is open and has diameter less than An.
Every sequence(x")n£N with xn G Un has a clusterpoint in K :-Ç)^=1Un.
Indeed, Fn := {xk : k > n} C Un+i; since Fn C Un and Un has diameter less than An, we obtain 0 ¿ |XLi*V» C K.
(4) K is a subgroup of X. Indeed, clearly K2 C K; we have to show that K~1 C K. For x G K we have xn := x G Un, n G N, and yk -x\ • ■ • Xk = xk G K C Uk] from (3) we know that (^fc)feeN has a clusterpoint. From our lemma we get x^1 G Un for every n G N and some k > n, i.e. x~x G K.
Supposing now that U~x <f_ U for every n G N we chose xn G Un with x"1 ^ {/. From (3) we get a clusterpoint a G if of (x")"6n-Then e is a clusterpoint of (zn)neN, zn ~ a~1xx+i; thus every x G X is a clusterpoint of (xzn)neN; from (4) it is clear that zn G KUn+i C <7". Beginning with ~z\ := z\ and V\ :-U\ we inductively find a subsequence (2")neN of (2n) From (5) we obtain a clusterpoint of (yk)keN m tne same way as in the proof of (3). Since zn G Un, we get zkl G U\ for some k G N from the lemma. But it is Zk = a_1xm+i for some m > k, and a-1 G K by (4) , and thus x^+i = ^fc la~l G U\K C i/f C f/, a contradiction.
REMARKS, (a) It is well known that in a group with a locally compact or completely metrizable topology which makes the multiplication separately continuous the multiplication is continuous ( [3, 6] , respectively); it seems to be unknown whether Cech-completeness is sufficient too.
(b) In our proof of Proposition (C) we only used that X is regular and locally strongly countably complete in the sense of [5] ; the proof of Brand does not work in this case.
